**Ethanol isn’t right for improving renewable energy resources**

**Andrew Kindig**

Recently, Missouri State Treasurer Stanley Abrahamff argued that energy policy must remain dependent on oil and that “American consumers would have to accept a higher price at the pump” if alternative energy resources were to be developed. Abrahamff, Missouri’s newest ethanol plant, is planning to build a new investment initiative at the behalf of the state which is in the planning stages. The plan is to encourage people to invest in the plant to make bad choices, paranoia gives you a false sense of security. I

**Hillary wows while campaigning but doesn’t cement voter support**

**Brenna McDermott**

Brenna McDermott teaches social studies at Winfield High School. She and her husband moved to Winfield from California several years ago.

Dope smoking in Dobson Hall shows reaper stubbornity in action

**Brenna McDermott**

Bad habits stick to you like glue, and it’s hard to break them. I try to save my students from falling into bad habits, but it’s hard to do while they’re under me.

*The life you wish is the one you make for yourself. ~ Anne Frank*